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Summary

1.

 

Ecologists have long sought to derive assembly rules of ecological communities
from the fundamental processes of population dynamics, but this goal has remained
elusive. Neutral theory has reinvigorated the search by showing that patterns of relative
species abundance closely resembling those actually observed arise under the assump-
tion that, to a first approximation, all species are demographically identical on a per
capita basis.

 

2.

 

Here a neutral model is proposed to incorporate all four fundamental processes of
population dynamics: birth, death, immigration and emigration. This symmetric
model demonstrates that patterns of relative species abundance are fully derivable from
these basic processes of population dynamics.

 

3.

 

The theory derived extends the concept of community by showing that a continuum
exists between large-scale (‘metacommunity’) and small-scale (‘local community’)
processes, eliminating the artificial distinction between the two made by the current
neutral theory and by the theory of island biogeography.

 

4.

 

The population-based species-abundance model describes very well the observed
patterns of relative species abundance of tropical trees, breeding birds in the USA,
aphids at Rothamsted, UK, and estuarine fishes in the north-east USA.

 

5.

 

The study also notes that while species assemblages may be well described by the neutral
processes of population dynamics, the inference of mechanisms from pattern fitting is not
warranted because one-to-one relationships between generating mechanisms and com-
munity patterns usually do not exist, either in the neutral realm or in the niche world.
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Introduction

 

The search for the mechanisms underlying species-
abundance distributions continues to attract much
attention (e.g. Magurran & Henderson 2003; McGill
2003a; Sugihara 

 

et al

 

. 2003; Vallade & Houchmandzadeh
2003; Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003; Etienne & Olff 2004; McKane,
Alonso & Solé 2004). Neutral theory in ecology has
reinvigorated this search by showing that patterns
of diversity closely resembling those observed in nature
can arise under the assumption that organisms in a
community have identical demographics on a per
capita basis (Hubbell 2001). Recent development of
this theory has concentrated on describing relative
species abundances of neutral communities at meta-
community and local community scales (Vallade &
Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003; McKane

 

et al

 

. 2004). A metacommunity is defined as the self-
contained evolutionary biogeographical unit within
which most member species originate, live and die.
Here, speciation is the analogue of immigration in a
local community. In contrast, a local community is
subject to an exchange of  migrants with the meta-
community where it is embedded or with other local
communities via immigration and emigration. The species-
abundance distribution of  the local community can
be described by a zero-sum multinomial distribution
(Hubbell 2001; McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004) or other models
(Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003),
while the log-series distribution under point-mutation
speciation is the best-known metacommunity pattern
(Hubbell 2001; Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003).
The conceptual distinction between the meta-

community and the local community has played a critical
role in the development of the spatially implicit version
of the neutral theory of biodiversity (Hubbell 2001).
Recent neutral models (Vallade & Houchmandzadeh
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2003; Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003; McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004) make
the same distinction, treating the metacommunity as a
source of immigrants but otherwise as dynamically
unaffected by the local community. Species in these
models are not treated as fully neutral-symmetric,
because their relative abundances in the local com-
munity are functions of their relative abundances in the
metacommunity. In the absence of immigration, these
local community models do not converge to the meta-
community models (e.g. the zero-sum multinomial
local model does not converge to the log-series distri-
bution, see McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004). This is perfectly valid
under the assumptions of the classic island–mainland
system, in which local species abundances on islands
depend, through immigration, on fixed species abund-
ances in the metacommunity. Therefore, these models
may be more accurately called island models.

However, in reality there is no sharp line that separ-
ates the metacommunity and the local community.
On actual landscapes, there is a continuum from local
communities to the large-scale metacommunity, varying
in the degree to which their dynamics are affected by
migration. By contrast with the island-mainland system,
on such continuous landscapes local communities are
embedded within the metacommunity. A very general
approach to model such a system is to assume a fully
symmetric local community where species abundances
are each affected by local births and deaths, as well as
by immigration and emigration. Here, I show that a
simple consideration of these four fundamental processes
of population dynamics, i.e. birth, death, immigration
and emigration, allows one to derive a fully symmetric
neutral model for the distribution of relative species
abundance in communities on any scale.

 

The model

 

Consider the basic continuous time, discrete state,
Markov chain for the stochastic dynamics of population
growth (Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov

 

et al

 

. 2003; McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004):
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Suppose the community defined by equation 1 has

total number of species 

 

S

 

. Then the species-abundance
distribution for the community is:

eqn 2
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 individuals (Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003). It is easy to show

from equation 1 that at steady state (i.e. 
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) equa-
tion 2 is a function of the birth and death rates (Volkov

 

et al

 

. 2003; McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004):

. eqn 3

Several metacommunity and local community models
have been developed by assuming various forms of birth
and death rates (Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003;
Volkov 

 

et al

 

. 2003; McKane 

 

et al

 

. 2004). In particular,
Volkov 

 

et al

 

. (2003) have shown that under linear birth
and death (i.e. 
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instantaneous birth and death rates, respectively, for
the 

 

k

 

th species), equation 3 leads to the log-series dis-
tribution for relative species abundance in the meta-
community. In the metacommunity, new species are
added only by speciation (Hubbell 2001). Note that the
subscript 

 

k

 

 is ignored here because the neutral theory
assumes that all individuals, regardless of species identity,
experience the same probabilities of birth and death.

I now generalize the log-series metacommunity model
by considering the linear birth and death rates plus
immigration and emigration:
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, eqn 4

where 

 

λ

 

k

 

 is the immigration rate measured by the
number of immigrants per unit time and 

 

µ

 

k

 

 is emigration
rate. Note that although immigration and emigration
rates defined in the above are constant for a given
population, they are assumed to differ from species to
species as denoted by the subscript 

 

k

 

. This assumption
can be relaxed to derive the neutral model.

Under the neutrality assumption the species identity

 

k

 

 can be ignored, substituting the rates in equation 4
into (3) leads to

where 

 

ν

 

 is the speciation rate defined by 
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0
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. This
implies that when a species becomes extinct (i.e. 

 

n

 

 

 

=

 

 0
in equation 4) there are two possible ways to replace
it with a new species. One is through speciation at
rate 

 

ν

 

, and the other is through immigration at rate 

 

λ

 

.
Hence, the model is no longer a metacommunity model
where migration is not allowed, but a local com-
munity model that couples with the metacommunity.
Simplification of the above equation leads to the species-
abundance distribution:

eqn 5
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distribution) or 1 (for probability distribution). It has
the form:

eqn 6

where F(1 + α, 2 + β, x) is a standard hypergeometric

function  xi (see Zillinger

2003, p. 36); many mathematical programs, such as
Maple or Mathematica, have standard built-in com-
mands for evaluating hypergeometric functions.

Equation 5 is a model for a local community because
the force of migration is in operation, but it is easy to
show that in the absence of migration (i.e. λ = µ = 0, or
α = β = 0), equation 5 simply reduces to the log-series
distribution for a metacommunity. Furthermore, if
there is no emigration (i.e. µ = 0, or β = 0) it is a truncated

negative binomial distribution, ,

which can be obtained through applying the same
linear growth with immigration to equation 1 (Boswell
& Patil 1970; Taylor & Karlin 1998). The truncated
negative binomial distribution is little known to eco-
logists but its applications to species-abundance distri-
butions have indeed been discussed in the literature
(Pielou 1975; He & Legendre 2002).

Parameter x in model 5 has the same meaning as in
Fisher’s log-series distribution, equal to the ratio of the
per capita birth rate to per capita death rate (Volkov
et al. 2003). In addition, the generalized model has two
more parameters (α and β), which measure the relative
strength in the community of immigration vs birth and
emigration vs death, respectively. Adding the para-
meters for migration provides deeper insight into
the effects of  the four basic demographic processes
of  birth, death, immigration and emigration on the

species-abundance distribution (Figs 1 and 2). High α
(i.e. high immigration relative to birth rate) leads to left-
skewed species-abundance distributions, suggesting
that there are few rare species (or more abundant spe-
cies) in such communities (Fig. 1). This result is con-
sistent with the prediction of metapopulation theory
(Hanski 1991) or the source-sink effect of diversity
(Pulliam 1988) which propose that constant immi-
gration would rescue rare species from extinction by
increasing their abundance. The rescue effect is oper-
ating here in a neutral manner, i.e. immigration rate is
independent of the abundance of individual species, as
is clear from bn = bn + λ (although birth rate depends
linearly on abundance). Contrary to the effect of immigra-
tion, emigration skews the species-abundance distribution
to the right, resulting in an increasing proportion of
rare species (Fig. 2).

Similar to Fisher’s log-series distribution for the
metacommunity, θ in model 5 is also a biodiversity
parameter which is a function of α, β and x as defined by
equation 6. Note that θ in Fisher’s log-series distribution
(α in Fisher’s notation) equals –ln(1 − x), which can also
be deduced from the hypergeometric function of equa-
tion 5 in the absence of migration (i.e. α = 0 and β = 0).

Empirical fitting of the model

Model 5 is now fitted to four species assemblages:
trees, birds, aphids and fishes.

1. Tropical tree abundance: these are tree census
data from the famous 50-ha stem-mapping plot on
the Barro Colorado Island (BCI) of Panama. The
abundance of each tree species is the number of
stems with diameter at breast height ≥ 10 cm. The
data were published by Condit et al. (2002) and
used by McGill (2003a) and Volkov et al. (2003) to
test the neutral theory.

2. The North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS)
data: 100 sets (routes) of the BBS data (Robbins,
Bystrak & Geissler 1986; Sauer, Hines & Fallon 2001)
were used by McGill (2003a) to test the neutral
theory. In his study each data set (route) was an average
of the bird count over a 5-year period (1996–2000).
Here the data from the first route (46°42′ N, 66°93′ W)
of McGill’s 100 routes was used. Instead of using the
average of the 5-year bird count, here the total count
over the 5-year period was used because model 5 re-
quires integer data.

3. Rothamsted aphids: the Rothamsted trap is part of the
EXploitation of Aphid Monitoring systems IN Europe
(EXAMINE; http://www.rothamsted.bbsrc.ac.uk).
The daily abundance of flying aphids has been re-
corded for up to 40 years using a network of suction
traps, each with its aperture 12·2 m above the
ground, throughout Europe (Taylor 1986; Woiwod
& Harrington 1994; Harrington et al. 2004). Data
presented here are the annual totals (male + female)
of each species in samples from the trap sited at
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the effect of α (immigration relative to birth rate) on species
abundance model 5 given β = 1, x = 0·9. High α skews the distribution to the left. The
distributions were plotted using Preston’s binning method as follows: the first bar is
<φ1>/2, the second bar is <φ1>/2 + <φ2>/2, the third bar is <φ2>/2 + <φ3> + <φ4>/2,
the fourth bar is <φ4>/2 + <φ5> + <φ6> + <φ7> + <φ8>/2, etc. The numbers on the x-
axis represent Preston’s octave classes. 
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Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, UK, in 2001. In
the case where the number of days for a count is
greater than one, the aphid count was divided by
the number of days for the count and the result was
rounded to the nearest integer value. This is the
standard data reported by the EXAMINE system.

4. Estuarine fishes: these data were collected from 110
estuary stations located in the Virginian Provinces
in the north-east USA (http://www.epa.gov/emap/
html/dataI/estuary/) in July and August 1993. Fish
abundance was enumerated in the field after comple-
tion of one successful standard trawl. The trawl net
was a funnel-shaped, high-rise sampling trawl with
a 16-m footrope with a chain sweep. The trawl net had
5-cm mesh wings and a 2·5-cm cod end.

The maximum likelihood function of model 5 is easy
to compute. Given observed abundances of  s spe-
cies n = {n1, n2, … , ns}, the log-likelihood function of
model 5 is . The maximum
likelihood estimates of the three parameters (α, β, x)
were obtained by maximizing this log-likelihood
function. The maximization was evaluated using the
iterative Newton–Raphson method using .

Summaries of  the four data sets and the results
of model fitting are shown in Table 1. Both the χ2 and
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests indicate that model 5
describes the four communities very well. Because the
χ2 test is subject to different binning methods and is
sensitive to the bins chosen, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test is generally more powerful and should be relied
on. Figure 3 shows the observed and predicted cumula-
tive probability distributions of the species abundance
(left-hand column) and their frequency distributions
(right-hand column).

The log-normal (McGill 2003a) and the local model
of Volkov et al. (2003) have been previously fitted to
the data from BCI. Here, for the purpose of compari-
son, these two models are also fitted to the other three
data sets and the results are shown in Table 2 and
Fig. 3. The log-normal model describes all four data
sets well. Volkov et al.’s model works well for the trop-
ical tree and BBS bird data but fails to fit the aphid and
fish data (Table 2 and Fig. 3). The common features of
the aphid and fish data are that they have an excessive
number of rare species and thus are highly skewed to
the right. The failure of the Volkov et al. model for
communities of great numbers of rare species is pos-
sibly because emigration is not considered in their
model. It is interesting to observe that, while the
Volkov et al. model fails the aphid and fish data, the
fits of the log-normal model and model 5 to these data
are very close. However, as has been repeatedly argued,
the statistical goodness-of-fit should not be the ulti-
mate criterion for judging a model, particularly when,
as with a number of species-abundance distributions,
the differences between models may be slight (McGill
2003b; Sugihara et al. 2003). The underlying biological
mechanisms of the models are a much more important
criterion (Ginzburg & Jensen 2004). Model 5 and the
Volkov et al. model have clear advantages in this aspect.
For application, however, the Volkov et al. model,
which has a complex integration term, is difficult to
solve quickly and accurately.

Discussion

The generalized model 5 is a promising addition to the
family of neutral models of biodiversity because of its
simplicity, its reduced number of assumptions and its

Table 1. Maximum likelihood estimates (α, β and x), the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) and χ2 goodness-of-fit tests of model 5 to
the four data sets of trees, birds, aphids and fishes. S is the total number of species, S1 and S2 are, respectively, the number of
singletons and doubletons, N is the total number of individuals and θ is the biodiversity parameter from equation 6. In the χ2

test, when the predicted number of species of the last bin in Fig. 3 is smaller than 1, the bin was merged with the bin to the left

Communities

Summary of the data Parameters and tests of model 5

S S1 + S2 N θ α β x pKS

BCI trees 225 19 + 13 21 457 0·09622 2·8683 2·9654 0·9982 0·821 0·902
BBS birds 84 5 + 5 3 637 0·11047 1·0645 0·7053 0·9895 0·863 0·992
Rothamsted aphids 113 24 + 13 7 497 0·6833 0·6368 1·0256 0·9991 0·684 0·901
Estuarine fishes 523 168 + 77 13 007 621·544 0·0007699 0·4464 0·9988 0·944 0·972

p
χ2

l x i
S( , , , )   logα β φn n= ∑ < >=1

Fig. 2. Illustrating the effect of β (emigration relative to death rate) on species
abundance model 5 given α = 1, x = 0·9. High β skews the distribution to the right. The
distributions were plotted using Preston’s binning method as described in Fig. 1. The
numbers on the x-axis represent Preston’s octave classes.

http://www.epa.gov/emap/
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generality. Similar to other neutral models (Vallade &
Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov et al. 2003; McKane
et al. 2004), model 5 assumes that individuals are
demographically identical. In addition to this assump-
tion, current neutral theory requires that a steady-state
community must meet two more conditions: the
conservation of community size (the total number of
individuals in a community) and the total number of
species (Hubbell 2001; Vallade & Houchmandzadeh
2003; Volkov et al. 2003; McKane et al. 2004). To
derive the log-series metacommunity model, total
species number must be conserved (Volkov et al. 2003),
and to derive the zero-sum multinomial model of

McKane et al. (2004) or the local community model
of  Volkov et al. (2003), community size must also
be conserved. Model 5, which unifies both local and
metacommunities, is derived from equation 2, and there-
fore requires only conservation of the total number of
species, not the conservation of community size. The
conservation of community size assumed by earlier
neutral models has been criticized as too restrictive to
be realistic. The relaxation of the conservation of com-
munity size is of practical significance to the develop-
ment of more realistic community theories because
this condition is unlikely to be met by many commun-
ities in reality. In addition, model 5 is mathematically
simpler than the zero-sum multinomial distribution
of Hubbell (2001) and Volkov et al. (2003) model. At
equilibrium, although the total number of species in
the generalized model 5 is preserved, species identity
is not. Species may become extinct due to death or
emigration. As soon as that occurs (i.e. the abundance
of the species n hits 0), a new species will appear in a
given community through speciation or immigration
or both, as defined by b0 = ν + λ. Note that in the case
of the metacommunity, λ = 0, and so speciation is the
only force for the appearance of a new species.

The theory developed in this study has plausibly laid
a population foundation for understanding macro-
ecological patterns of species abundance in terms of
the four fundamental processes controlling population
dynamics: birth, death, immigration and emigration.
It is however, important to note that while these pro-
cesses are sufficient for deriving the generalized species
abundance model 5, they are not a necessary condi-
tion. Besides the set of processes described by equation
4, it is easy to show that another set of processes that
can lead to the same form of  model 5 is density-
dependent birth and death rates as defined by bn =
b(n + a)n + λ and dn = d(n + c)n. Similarly, the meta-
community log-series model can also be generated
by density-dependent birth and death rates of  bn =
bn(n + 1) and dn = dn2, which differ from the linear
birth and death rates bn = bn and dn = dn given by Volkov
et al. (2003). The ambiguity in mechanisms in genera-
ting community patterns is not a unique problem to
neutral models, but is a prevailing problem in com-
munity ecology in general (see Gaston & Blackburn
2000 for a thorough review). For example, the log-
normal distribution could be equally well explained
by the application of  the large number theorem to
the statistical process of multiplicative products (Pielou
1975) or by the assumption of the population growth
of the Gumpertz form in a stochastic environment
(Engen & Lande 1996). Another example is the species–
area relationship whose genesis can be explained
by many competing processes (McGuinness 1984). The
non-unique relationship between mechanisms and
patterns suggests that we should not infer mechanisms
from patterns or do so only with extreme caution. The
reason that the interpretation of model 5 by the linear
birth + immigration and linear death + emigration is

Fig. 3. Red curves are the fits of the generalized model 5 to the BCI trees, BBS birds,
Rothamsted aphids and estuarine fishes (see Table 1). On the left-hand column are the
cumulative probability functions on which the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was based.
The step curves are the observed cumulative probabilities, and the smooth red curves
are the predictions. On the right-hand column are the species frequency distributions
on which the χ2 test was based. The fits of the log-normal distribution (green curves)
and Volkov et al. model (blue curves) are also included in the frequency plots for
comparison (see Table 2). The frequency distributions were plotted using Preston’s
binning method as follows: the first bar is <φ1>/2, the second bar is <φ1>/2 + <φ2>/2,
the third bar is <φ2>/2 + <φ3> + <φ4>/2, the fourth bar is <φ4>/2 + <φ5> + <φ6> + <φ7> +
<φ8>/2, etc.
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adopted in this study is because the mechanisms seem
to be the simplest and most parsimonious.

Another potential problem with model 5 is that
although it is perfectly valid to assume constant rates
of immigration (λ) and emigration (µ) for a given popu-
lation, there may potentially be a problem in applying
equation 4 across all species in a community. The prob-
lem is not with the immigration rate but with the
emigration rate. It is reasonable to assume a constant
immigration rate across all species because no com-
petition is involved in structuring a neutral local commu-
nity, thus immigrants to a local community should be
independent of the species already in the community.
However, it seems less reasonable to assume a constant
emigration rate across species because the outgoing
species are supposed to depend on their abundances in
the local community: abundant species should have
higher emigration rates than rare species. This suggests
that a realistic formulation for the emigration rate, µk,
in equation 4 is to retain subscript k to identify the
difference in emigration rates among species. However,
these species-specific emigration rates overparameterize
the community model and do not lead to any form
of analytical solution to equation 3. A reasonable inter-
pretation for the constant immigration and emigration
rates required for deriving the generalized species
abundance model is that the rates are considered as
averages, and in that sense model 5 is therefore a simplified
mean-field model (McKane, Alonso & Solé 2000).

In summary, the species-abundance distribution
model developed here is a population-based model
that ties community patterns to the four fundamental
processes controlling population dynamics. The model
provides a more general theoretical approach for unifying
the study of community assembly on arbitrary spatial
scales. The key conclusion of  the theory is that the
species-abundance relationship can be explained by
the parsimonious (yet complete) set of fundamental
demographic processes underlying population dynamics.
Moreover, having a population-dynamical theory of
community assembly will help bridge the gap between
the neutral and niche-based theories, because both now

depend on the same set of fundamental population
processes. What remains to be explored is what happens
when we incorporate interspecific demographic dif-
ferences into the species-abundance model.
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